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ZANIER GLOVES HIGHLIGHTS 24 | 25. 

Innovation. Mountainpassion. Responsibility. 

 

Tyrol is the ideal place to develop authentic mountain sports equipment. The close 

cooperation with mountain sports enthusiasts like ourselves constantly opens up new 

perspectives in product development and is a driving force for innovation. Our 

partners are the Tyrolean Mountain Rescue Service and the Grossglockner mountain 

guides, professional freeriders, alpine skiers and snowboarders, alpinists, aviation and 

cycling athletes. The feedback from many people with a high sensitivity to cold has 

constantly driven the functionality of our heating models. Last year, the internationally 

recognized mountain and polar guide and adventurer Christoph Höbenreich set off 

to explore East Antarctica. He tested our models in katabatic polar storms of over 100 

km/h at -20° in areas that hardly anyone had ever seen before. We are grateful for 

such collaborations. They help us to meet the quality standards to which our brand 

has been committed since 1969.  

 

Our certification by ClimatePartner since 2019 underlines our commitment to the 

environment. With natural materials such as Tirolwool® and Loden from Austria and 

cork, as well as ecological ingredient brands such as Sympatex®, Primaloft® and 

Polartec®, we set the right course years ago for savings in the product itself. The switch 

to Gore-Tex ePE membranes and Primaloft® Bio has already been completed in our 

collection. Markus Zanier, CEO. 

 

DIVERSIFICATION IN ZANIER HEATING TECHNOLOGY. 

Back in 1999, ZANIER pioneered the development of the first heated gloves. For over 

20 years now, they have enabled people who are sensitive to the cold and even 

patients with Raynaud's syndrome to enjoy carefree outdoor experiences in winter. 

Today, ZANIER is transferring the heating technology to other product groups such as 

HEAT SOCKS.  The ZANIER heating socks warm the feet for up to 18 hours with 

extremely light, small batteries. The heat output is constant and reliable, and the six 

heating levels can be controlled via a cell phone app. The battery packs have a 

summer save mode. The heated socks with merino wool content are temperature- and 
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Die ZANIER HEAT TECHNOLOGY. 
Heizlösungen für Hände und ab 2024 

auch für die Füße.  

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1_yKMn7IMYr_Dho3apNsA-0ul_x6gxDHl?usp=sharing
http://www.facebook.com/zaniergloves
http://www.instagram.com/zaniergloves
http://www.mymountainpassion.com/
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moisture-regulating with light compression and provide warmth even without battery 

packs.  

 

INNOVATION IN THE CORE LINE. 

Christoph Höbenreich describes his two-man expedition to Antarctica as "heaven and 

hell at the same time". He gave input for two mountaineering models that provide 

valuable services to alpinists everywhere. The 40° NORTH mitten combines a knitted 

fabric made from a virgin wool/polyester blend with soft goatskin on the palm. The 

mitten is 100% waterproof yet breathable. The multifunctional model can be easily 

combined with the CORE SHELL, which was developed for this multifunctionality, 

depending on the area of use and the weather. The overcoat made of waterproof and 

windproof outer material and sealed seams makes every glove waterproof. The 

extremely durable, abrasion-resistant material of the palm makes this model an 

indispensable, extremely robust companion for expeditions and high alpine terrain, 

with an extra-long snow cuff and carabiner hook.  

 

FLEXIBILITY IN THE SKI MOUNTAINEERING LINE.  

Alpinists will be delighted with the ZANIER innovation SYMBIOSE: Robust goatskin 

leather as the outer material ensures durability and a casual retro look. The FIDLOCK 

quick-release fastener guarantees a perfect fit and easy donning and doffing, even 

when moving. The separate, washable liner made of lightweight, breathable and 

moisture-regulating material provides ideal warmth even in cold, wet weather. Worn 

solo, the leather glove is an ideal, robust all-season alpine glove.  

 

The OLPERER.TW model is tailored to tactility and function for skimo: Ideal grip feel 

and compact cut with lightweight, warm and breathable materials. Windproof thanks 

to blockers and ideally insulated with Primaloft® Bio. Features such as touch function, 

leash and snap hooks are part of the basic equipment of ZANIER Mountaineering 

models.  

  

40° NORTH 

CORE SHELL 

SYMBIOSE 

OLPERER.TW 
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SKI ALPIN PRO - THE ROYAL CLASS WITH FUNCTION. 

The all-new RACE-PRO.STX is a sporty alpine ski glove with flexible padding on the 

backhand and fingers. The glove fits snugly with a neoprene fastener, is waterproof 

with Sympatex® and practical thanks to the leash and wiper on the thumb. The top 

model comes in numerous sporty, aggressive color combinations.   

 

REVOLUTION.STX provides fun and sense on and off-piste. From this winter, it can 

already be seen on selected racers in Austria, the USA and England. Generous use 

of soft goatskin, finished with embossing and padding. Waterproof with ecological 

SYMPATEX® membrane, insulated with Primaloft® Bio. The combination of leather 

with 4-way stretch stands for comfort and durability, the LEASH loop is practical in the 

backcountry and on the slopes.  

 

ZANIER LADIES GLOVES. 

Sporty fashion look and high comfort - the Zanier Ladies Line has always been 

known for style and function. In addition, women's gloves require a balance of 

high insulation with a slim cut, as women tend to be colder than men. With 

PURE.STX, the product developers in Innsbruck have once again achieved this 

particularly well: Leather details and minimalist prints make this model timelessly 

elegant. Comfortable with 4-way stretch and fine goatskin, ecologically warm and 

dry thanks to Sympatex® and Primaloft® Bio. 

RACE-PRO.STX 

REVOLUTION.STX 

PURE.STX 


